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Abstract Fast magnetic reconnection is expected to occur 
in the current sheet region during the solar eruptions, where 
outflows near the Alfvén speed are predicted from the classic 
flare models (Fig. 1). In observations, the dark, finger-shaped 
plasma downflows (also referred to as SADs, Fig. 2) moving 
toward the flare arcade are believed as the principal 
observational evidence of such reconnection-driven outflows. 
However, they are often much slower than those expected in 
theories[2]. 
  
Here, we report a three-dimensional magneto-hydrodynamics 
model, and conclude that the SADs are not the reconnection 
outflows themselves. Instead, they are self-organized 
structures formed in a turbulent interface region below the 
flare termination shock where the outflows meet the flare 
arcade.

Summary 

• We perform 3D (and 2.5D) MHD simulations 
with an initial magnetic configuration 
according to the standard flare model; 

• Our simulation reproduces many core 
features predicted in the standard model: 
e.g., fast reconnection outflow, slow-mode 
shocks, termination shock; 

• The model also reveals the low-density 
finger-like downflows in a turbulent interface 
region where the reconnection outflows 
meet the flare arcade; 

• We calculated the synthetic SDO/AIA 
images of these finger-like structures, which 
closely resemble the observed features of 
SADs.
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Fig 2. Two example solar eruptive flare events featuring supra-arcade downflows (SADs). 
The events are observed by SDO/AIA 131 A ̊ on 2012 January 27 and 2015 June 28.

The downward magnetic reconnection outflows can be 
seen with the maximum velocity (>~700km/s), while less 
dense finger-type supra-arcade downflows form with 
lower speeds below the post-shocked regions (Fig. 5, 7).  

The termination shock front and a turbulent interface 
region below post-shocked plasma can be seen on the 
density maps as well. Turbulent flows, and fast- and slow-
mode shocks can appear in these areas (Fig. 6). 

Fig 5. 3D modeling of the reconnection current sheet and post-
reconnection flare loops at time=5t0. The solid curves indicate magnetic 
field lines and arrows are the velocity vectors  

Numerical Model We perform resistive 
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations to 
investigate dynamic features of magnetic 
reconnection current sheets and plasma flows 
above flare loops during flare eruptions. The 
governing equations are as follows: 

are obtained and calibrated using the standard AIApy calibration routines in SunPy1. In this

work, we show the flare fan and SADs features of two eruptive flare events observed by AIA on

2012-01-27 and 2015-06-18 , as shown in Fig. S1 and movies s1 and s2.

Supplementary Text

Simulation Setup: We perform a series of resistive magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations

to investigate dynamic features of magnetic reconnection current sheets and plasma flows above

flare loops during flare eruptions. The system evolution can be obtained by solving the initial

and boundary value problem governed by the resistive MHD equations. We then solve the

following MHD equations using the Athena code:
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� = 5/3 is the adiabatic index, and the energy source term S = µ0⌘mj
2 + r|| · r||T +

Hcooling,heating, which includes Ohmic dissipation, thermal conduction, radiative cooling and

coronal heating terms. Here µ0, ⌘m and  are the magnetic permeability of free space, magnetic

diffusivity, and parallel component of the Spitzer thermal conduction tensor.
1https://github.com/sunpy
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where ρ, v, B, E are plasma density, velocity, 
magnetic field, and total energy density, 
respectively. The energy source term (S) includes 
Ohmic dissipation, thermal conduction, radiative 
cooling and coronal heating terms. The 
simulations are performed using Athena[3] code.

Our simulations are comprised of 2.5D models and 
3D models. The 2.5D model is run first to form the 
classic Kopp-Pneuman configuration of two-ribbon 
flares[4], and the simulation starts with a vertical 
current sheet in mechanical and thermal equilibrium 
that separates two regions of the magnetic field with 
opposite polarity (Fig. 3). 

Once the closed flare loops are well-formed at the 
bottom, we start 3D simulations at Time=17t0. All 
primary variables are symmetrically extended to the 
third axis (Fig. 4). 
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图 1.10: Lin―Forbes CME/耀斑模型。（图片摘自文献[8]）

的磁张力，从而使磁绳的逃逸不必经历减速的阶段。该模型也预示了爆发过程

中大尺度长电流片的出现，该结构也在稍后的观测中被证实[9]。

Lin等稍后在对该模型的发展中进一步解释了，在典型太阳爆发过程中，

大尺度电流片是连接耀斑和CME的关键结构，其中发生的磁重联过程对于解

释太阳爆发过程中的能量释放扮演了重要角色[56,79, 81–83]。一方面，磁重联过程

断开了那些越过磁通量绳顶部并以两端植根于光球层的磁力线，从而减弱了阻

止通量绳逃离的磁张力，使磁通量绳的爆发得以触发。另一方面，电流片内的

磁重联将大量的磁通量、等离子体、和能量输送到太阳低层大气，如色球甚至

光球，对低层大气剧烈加热和并导致色球物质蒸发，产生了耀斑带和耀斑环等
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Fig 3. Evolution of current-density (Jz) in 2.5D simulations. The solid 
contour lines are magnetic field lines.  The following 3D simulation is 
performed based on this 2.5D configuration.

Fig 4. Velocity (Vy component) and fast-Mach number distribution in 3D simulation. The 
super-magneto-sonic reconnection outflows and associated termination shocks can be clearly 
identified on the XoY slice as well.

Fig 1. Sketch of the reconnection sheet and post flare loops in a 
classic solar eruption model (Forbes & Acton 1996[1]).

Fig 6. 2D slice on the z=0.11 plane of the 3D 
model in different times. The fast- and slow- 
mode shocks can be identified by the minimum 
Div(V) contours. 
  

Fig 7. Plasma density at the center plane (x=0) at Time=5t0, and synthetic AIA 94 
and 131 images integrated along the line of sight. The finger-like density depletion 
structures appear as dark voids seen in the synthetic AIA images, which closely 
resembles the observed features of SADs. 
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